A U–Pb age from the Toarcian (Lower Jurassic) and its use for time scale calibration through error analysis of biochronologic dating
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Abstract

The Early Jurassic is the most poorly constrained part of the geochronologic scale within the Mesozoic, owing to the scarcity of calibration points. We report a new U–Pb zircon age of 181.4 ± 1.2 Ma (2σ) from an ash layer within the type section of Crassicosta Zone, a North American regional standard ammonite zone in the Middle Toarcian. For time scale calibration, the isotopically dated level needs to be tied to the Jurassic chronostratigraphic framework established in northwest European successions. Three major contributing factors (difference between local observed and true ranges, uncertainties of correlation, and taxonomic noise) are assessed to determine the maximum biochronologic dating error. The local ammonite distribution data are robust in that 95% confidence level extensions of observed ranges of common ammonite taxa would not significantly modify the zonal assignment. The computer-assisted unitary association (UA) method is used for world-wide biochronologic correlation. Representative North and South American, western Tethyan, and northwest European sections were selected to establish the global maximum ranges for 103 Middle Toarcian ammonite taxa and a sequence of 40 UA. Maximum permissible correlatives of the Crassicosta Zone lie between the northwest European standard Semipolitum Subzone (late Bifrons Zone) and Bingmanni Subzone (early Thouarsense Zone). In particular, the dated tuff layer cannot be older than the Semipolitum Subzone or younger than the Illustris Subzone (Variabilis Zone). Taxonomic inconsistencies are present in the source data but their effect in corrupting UA-based correlation is shown to be negligible. The precise U–Pb age (2σ error < ±1%) that is constrained at the (sub)zonal level furnishes a useful new time scale calibration point. It warrants adjustments to previous Toarcian stage boundary age estimates and allows a significant reduction of their associated uncertainties.
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1. Introduction

The paradox of Jurassic geochronology is that the biochronologic framework was laid out in the mid 19th century [1] and has been continuously refined (see [2] for one of several recent reviews) but its calibration with isotopic ages is still poor [3]. Recently published time scales [4–12] suggest conflicting boundary age estimates and stage durations. Where uncertainties are quoted [4,9,11,12], the boundaries of the Toarcian appear the most poorly constrained of all the Jurassic stages. Underlying this problem, there is a scarcity of isotopic dates (eight items listed in [9,11,12]), of which all except one are K–Ar or Rb–Sr ages with inferior precision and accuracy. Also, most dated samples are stratigraphically poorly constrained and none of them is unambiguously confined to the Toarcian stage.

To improve the calibration of the Jurassic time scale, concerted effort is under way in the Canadian Cordillera [13]. U–Pb dating of volcanic units is preferred where fossiliferous volcanosedimentary sequences allow independent ammonite biochronologic dating at the zonal level.

We report a new, precise (error is less than ±1% at 2σ level) U–Pb zircon age from the Queen Charlotte Islands. The dated sample is biochronologically constrained at the zonal level. Moreover, it was obtained from the type section of three consecutive Middle and Upper Toarcian North American standard ammonite zones [14]. To demonstrate the usefulness of this date as a time scale calibration point, we rigorously assess the ammonite fossil record of the section using classical confidence intervals for taxon ranges [15,16], the global biochronological correlations using the unitary association (UA) method [17], and the effect of fossil identification errors using model calculations. These methods serve to evaluate the biochronologic dating error that is not easily quantifiable. In previous time scales it was either not entered into calculations [11,12] or overestimated [9]. Conclusions derived here can be extended to the use of other dates from the North American Cordillera as calibration points for the Jurassic time scale.

2. Geologic setting

The studied section is exposed on the left bank of Yakoun River on Graham Island, Queen Charlotte Islands, British Columbia (Fig. 1). Jurassic rocks of the archipelago are assigned to Wrangellia, one of the major tectonostratigraphic terranes comprising the North American Cordillera [18]. The Jurassic stratigraphy of Wrangellia is characterized by arc-related volcanosedimentary sequences, although the Lower Jurassic Kunga and Maude groups are predominantly sedimentary on the Queen Charlotte Islands. The Yakoun River section is the designated type section of the Whiteaves Formation within the Maude Group (Section 15 in [19]). The stratigraphy
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Fig. 1. Location map of the Yakoun River section on Graham Island, Queen Charlotte Islands. Grid reference for the U–Pb sample locality is UTM Zone 9, 681500E 5921830N.
of the section is shown in Fig. 2. The Whiteaves Formation consists of dark, poorly bedded concretionary mudstone with minor sandstone interbeds and rare, thin bentonitic ash layers. It records deposition in a marine basin of moderate water depth [19]. There is no apparent gap within the exposed section. The Whiteaves Formation is conformably overlain by thin-bedded to massive sandstone of the Phantom Creek Formation, although the basal part of that unit is largely concealed.

Fig. 2. Lithostratigraphy and biostratigraphy of the Toarcian of the Yakoun River section (modified after [14]). \( Z \) = the level of U-Pb zircon sample. Ammonite ranges (vertical lines) with collection levels (horizontal bars) are shown for the Planulata, Crassicosta, and Hillebrandti zones only (after [29]). Dotted lines denote imprecisely located early collections.
### Table 1

U-Pb zircon analytical data and apparent ages from sample PCA-YR-1, a volcanioclastic layer in the Whiteaves Formation at Yakoun River.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fraction</th>
<th>Wt. U (ppm)</th>
<th>Pb<strong>206</strong> (ppm)</th>
<th>Pb<strong>207</strong> (ppm)</th>
<th>Pb<strong>208</strong> (ppm)</th>
<th>Pb<strong>204</strong> (ppm)</th>
<th>Th<strong>238</strong> (ppm)</th>
<th>Pb<strong>206</strong>/U</th>
<th>Pb<strong>207</strong>/U</th>
<th>Pb<strong>208</strong>/U</th>
<th>Corr. age (Ma)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A-1.s</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>455.8</td>
<td>12.80</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.02854</td>
<td>0.1973</td>
<td>0.05014</td>
<td>0.188</td>
<td>181.4 ± 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-2.s</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1533</td>
<td>42.22</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.02855</td>
<td>0.1955</td>
<td>0.04966</td>
<td>0.181</td>
<td>183.2 ± 3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-4.s</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>266.5</td>
<td>7.567</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.02862</td>
<td>0.1842</td>
<td>0.04608</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td>185.1 ± 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-7</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>186.4</td>
<td>5.291</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.02875</td>
<td>0.1980</td>
<td>0.05033</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td>185.4 ± 91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-3</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>406.9</td>
<td>11.71</td>
<td>1094</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>0.02880</td>
<td>0.1970</td>
<td>0.05034</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td>185.6 ± 104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B,s</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1021</td>
<td>28.73</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.02889</td>
<td>0.1970</td>
<td>0.05033</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td>186.6 ± 8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-7</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>195.4</td>
<td>5.21</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.02885</td>
<td>0.1970</td>
<td>0.05033</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td>186.6 ± 8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-3.s</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1533</td>
<td>42.22</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.02855</td>
<td>0.1955</td>
<td>0.04966</td>
<td>0.181</td>
<td>183.2 ± 3.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- *s* = single grain; *w* = weight estimated.
- Weighing error: 0.001 mg.
- Radiogenic Pb.
- Measured ratios corrected for fractionation of 0.02%/AMU.
- Measured ratios corrected for fractionation of 0.03%/AMU.
- Corrected for blank Pb and U, and model common Pb composition [23] for 181 Ma Pb; errors are 1 standard error of the mean in percent.
- Corrected for blank and common Pb; errors are 2 standard errors of the mean in Ma.
3. U–Pb geochronometry

3.1. Methodology

Sample PCA-YR-1 was collected from a 10 cm thick, clay-rich, white gritty ash bed interbedded within black mudstone of the Whiteaves Formation in the Yakoun River section. The sample was excavated with a knife and spoon and stored in a moist state. In the laboratory the sample was blended into a slurry, allowed to settle, and the fines decanted. The washed concentrate was further ultrasonically agitated and cleaned, passed through heavy liquids, and separated into aliquots with different magnetic susceptibilities. Euhedral needles of zircon were identified in the least magnetic material, hand picked, photographed, and abraded [20] for U–Pb analysis. Crystals selected were reasonably homogeneous but, allowing for the possibility that xenocrysts or transported zircons may have been present, the first set of analyses were of single grains weighing only a few micrograms. The concordance and reproducibility of these analyses established a high probability of a single population of zircon, and additional analyses consisted of up to 10 grains to achieve somewhat smaller U–Pb analytical errors. The methods and decay constants used in U–Pb analyses are described elsewhere [21–23]. Table 1 presents these data and errors [24], and they are shown graphically in Fig. 3.

U and Pb blanks were approximately 0.2 and 3 pg, respectively.

3.2. Results

Six analyses of single or multiple grains of abraded zircons all produced consistently concordant and overlapping error ellipses on the concordia diagram (Fig. 3). In Jurassic zircons the abundance ratio of $^{206}\text{Pb}/^{207}\text{Pb}$ is about 20, therefore the $^{206}\text{Pb}/^{238}\text{U}$ age from single grain analyses is inherently more precise than the $^{207}\text{Pb}/^{235}\text{U}$ age and it reliably estimates the crystallization age when concordance is demonstrated and the $^{206}\text{Pb}/^{238}\text{U}$ ages form a tight cluster [26]. The strong abrasion of the grains [20], their mutual concordance, and agreement in their $^{206}\text{Pb}/^{238}\text{U}$ ages definitively argue against any subsequent Pb loss in the crystals analyzed. The weighted mean of $^{206}\text{Pb}/^{238}\text{U}$ ages based on all six fractions is $181.2 \pm 0.6$ Ma (2σ). We take a more conservative approach by selecting the three most precise analyses (A-1, B-3 and C-2) and, noting their concordance, we use the mutual overlap of their $^{206}\text{Pb}/^{238}\text{U}$ ages as the best estimate of the true age and uncertainty and assign $181.4 \pm 1.2$ Ma (2σ) as the crystallization age of zircons and eruption of ash.

4. Biochronology

Biochronologic dating is based on sequences of associations of taxa that have been shown to maintain their stratigraphic relationships over a wide geographic area. This approach is well suited to ammonoids and has been successfully used in developing zonations for the North American Lower Jurassic [14,27]. The use of the new U–Pb date as a time scale calibration point requires correlation between the secondary standard North American and the primary standard northwest European zonations (see [28] for discussion). Here we develop such a correlation and apply additional methods to test for biochronologic error.

4.1. The ammonite fossil record

The Whiteaves Formation in the Yakoun River section is richly fossiliferous. The most common macrofossils are ammonites, with a total of 119
collections obtained through initial reconnaissance work [19], followed by three field seasons of careful systematic sampling [29]. This collection history and the abundance of fauna distinguishes the Yakoun River section as one of the best studied Early Jurassic ammonite localities in North America. Well preserved ammonites occur most commonly in non-sep-tarian calcareous concretions, the majority of which are distributed randomly in the section, while some form distinct layers. Although rare, ammonites were also found crushed within the shale (G. Jakobs, pers. commun. 1996). The uniform lithology throughout the Whiteaves Formation suggests that there is no significant preservational bias affecting the vertical distribution of fossils, which was carefully measured and documented [14,29].

Five regional standard ammonite zones were proposed for the Toarcian of North America [14]. All of them are recognizable in the Yakoun River section, which serves as the stratotype for the Planulata, Crassicosta, and Hillebrandti zones [14]. The ash layer yielding the analyzed U–Pb sample is by definition assigned to the lower part of Crassicosta Zone. Therefore, the following discussion is concerned with the Crassicosta and the adjacent Planulata and Hillebrandti zones only.

4.2. Reliability of observed ranges

The regional standard zonal scheme for the Toarcian [14] is based on a literal reading of observed vertical ranges of ammonites. It is widely accepted, however, that the fossil record is incomplete [30] and it underestimates the true ranges [31]. Our aim in assessing the robustness of ammonite zones as defined in the Yakoun River section is twofold: to use rigorous statistical methods to test the validity of zones and to compare the empirical data derived from successive collecting campaigns with the predictions from statistical methods. The following calculations are based on published fossil occurrence data [14,29].

The simplest way of providing a maximum estimate of the completeness of the ammonite record is to calculate a "hit/miss" ratio, where the hits are confirmed occurrences and the misses are collection levels with no record of a given taxon within its known vertical range (also termed virtual occurrences [17]). For the 54 levels reported within the three zones, there are 74 hits and 110 misses, suggesting that the maximum average probability of finding a species in a fossiliferous horizon within its vertical range is no better than 40%. It can be argued that the average probability is biased towards lower values by rare taxa which are given little weight in devising biozonations. Of the 22 taxa considered, only six (Rarenodia planulata, Phymatoceras crassicosta, P. hillebrandti, P. cf. pseudoerbaense, Leukadiella ionica, and Denckmannia tumefacta) were found at more than two levels. Indeed, these six taxa score a hit/miss ratio of 51/54 giving a nearly 50% chance of being found. Not surprisingly, the three zonal index species among them score the highest (hit/miss = 36/20, chance of being found = 64%).

It is evident that misses would occur beyond the lowest and highest hits; that is, the observed ranges are shorter than the true local ranges. To estimate the true ranges, gaps separating occurrence levels must also be considered [15,30]. Fig. 2 is a re-plotting of observed ranges [14] considering all available information on vertical distribution [29]. The distribution of gap lengths in the fossil record is shown to have Dirichlet distribution and classical confidence intervals can be calculated for estimating the true stratigraphic ranges [15,16]. These statistics are only valid if the fossil distribution is assumed to be random. As pointed out above, there is no appreciable preservational bias or change in sedimentation rate in the rather uniform lithologic sequence of the Whiteaves Formation. Likewise, collection bias can also be discounted as collection intensity was constant during the first field season and collecting strategy remained systematic (although slightly biased towards parts of the Planulata and Hillebrandti zones) in the following two campaigns (G. Jakobs, pers. commun., 1996).

Extensions of the observed ranges for the six common taxa were calculated at the 95% confidence level [16] and plotted in Fig. 4. Note that the length of the range extension is a function of the length of the observed range and the number of occurrences within it. The statistical meaning of the range extensions is that there is less than 5% probability of finding a given species beyond the limits of the extended range. For the three zonal index species,
occurrences are separated according to the year of their first finding and changes in cumulative observed ranges are also plotted. The following observations can be made: (1) For commonly occurring ammonite taxa collected through systematic collecting effort, range extensions at the 95% confidence are not justifiable. A lesser degree of confidence would better agree with range extensions realized through further collecting but its approximate level needs to be established empirically through tests on a larger database. (2) The Planulata, Crassicosta, and Hillebrandti zones are defined as assemblage zones [14]. In practice, the definition of their boundaries at the stratotype depends, to a large degree, on the range of their zonal index species. The Planulata and Hillebrandti zones are based on robust evidence from the distribution of their respective zonal indices. Their range extension even at the 95% confidence level would not modify the zonation significantly. The Crassicosta Zone, on the other hand, is less well defined by the range of its zonal index but is well constrained by the subjacent and superjacent zones and the cohort of co-occurring taxa. (3) Of the six range end-points of other relatively common species, only one would require modification of zonal assignments if the range extension at the 95% confidence level is considered. (4) The isotopically dated tuff layer (within the observed range of *Phymatoceras crassicosta*) falls very near to the top of the extended range at the 95% confidence level of *Rarenodia planulata*, therefore its assignment to the Crassicosta Zone is undoubted.

### 4.3. Biochronologic correlations

Traditional ammonite biochronology was founded and proved extremely powerful within single bio-provinces (e.g., Boreal northwest Europe, Tethys) where it is possible to establish reproducible high resolution units (faunal horizons). Limitations and difficulties are imposed by facies dependence and
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**Fig. 4.** Collection levels (arrowheads), observed ranges (unfilled boxes), and estimated maximum ranges at 95% confidence level (shaded boxes) of common ammonite species (i.e., occurring at more than two levels) from the Planulata, Crassicosta, and Hillebrandti zones in the Yakoun River section. Changes in observed and estimated ranges after successive collection years are shown for the three zonal index species (*Rarenodia planulata, Phymatoceras crassicosta, and P. hillebrandti*). Occurrence data from [29]. Z = the level of U–Pb zircon sample. See text for discussion.
limited paleobiogeographic distribution of taxa, resulting in complex time/space distribution patterns overprinted by the vagaries of fossil record (i.e., preservation and collection biases). Correlation across biogeographical boundaries is often controversial, as exemplified by long-standing debates on Tethyan/Boreal correlation in the Toarcian of Europe [32]. The traditional approach is based on expert judgement in emphasizing the correlation value of certain ammonoid taxa and their associations at the expense of others when discrepancies in the first and last appearance datums (FAD/LAD) are detected.

A traditional solution for the correlation of North American Toarcian ammonite zones with northwest European standard zones (sensu [33]) equates the Planulata Zone with the Bifrons and basal Variabilis zones, the Crassicosta Zone with the rest of the Variabilis Zone, and the Hillebrandti Zone with the Thouarsense Zone [14]. It is acknowledged that: (1) correlation is hampered by the absence of key European taxa in North American faunas (e.g., *Hildoceras* and *Haugia*, to which index species of the Bifrons and Variabilis zones belong); (2) North American faunas have greater similarity to Tethyan and South American ones than those of Boreal northwest Europe; (3) in North America, the FAD and/or LAD of several important genera (e.g., *Phymatoiceras*, *Podagrosites*, *Peronoceras*, and *Mercaticeras*) are anomalous with respect to those found elsewhere [14]. Consequently, a cautious approach to correlation needs to integrate global stratigraphic distribution from all faunal provinces, should seek maximum ranges of taxa, and is expected to result in a correlation scheme with apparent resolution sacrificed for increased reproducibility and confidence. The amount of available data calls for quantitative treatment, which also provides the advantage of eliminating potential bias introduced by subjective judgements.

There is a variety of quantitative biostratigraphic techniques available and the choice depends on the nature of data and the expected outcome [34]. In our case, the data are obtained from measured sections in different sedimentary basins and bioprovinces, hence the total number of taxa is high (> 100) while the number of common taxa is often low. Also, fossil distribution among sections may be non-random due to faunal migration. As the timing of migration events is not known independently, maximum ranges are sought to use for correlation. Among the most widely used and tested quantitative methods, graphic correlation seeks maximum ranges but is not practical beyond a single sedimentary basin [35]. The probabilistic ranking and scaling method also works best within a single basin/bioprovince, where it produces average ranges with the maximum likelihood of FAD/LAD sequence while assuming random distribution of fossils [36]. The unitary association (UA) method [17] appears to be best suited to our problem. It furnishes maximum ranges based on a deterministic approach and it does not require random fossil distribution or homogeneity of source data. It applies the rigor of graph theory to the familiar concept of Oppelian assemblage zones, thus it retains the philosophy underlying traditional ammonite biochronology. The pitfalls of intuitive correlation schemes are minimized. The algorithmic formulation of the UA method resulted in an efficient computer program, the BioGraph [37]. The UA method was found to efficiently construct biochrono-logically meaningful zonations from complex data [38]. Notably, it was successfully used for correlation between different bioprovinces [39] and was demonstrated to reproduce closely the ammonite zonation developed by traditional methods in northwest Europe [40].

We used the following procedure for computer-assisted biochronologic correlation. Conventional correlation of the Planulata, Crassicosta, and Hillebrandti zones [14] was accepted as a guide. The scanning range was set to latest Early to early Late Toarcian. All established ammonite provinces were considered and the available literature was culled for representative sections from each province. The selection was based on evidence that collections were made from measured sections spanning several zones with no indication of condensed horizons or reworking, that the ammonite fauna is abundant and diverse, and that local ranges are well documented. Sources with sound taxonomic documentation (preferably with illustration) were chosen if possible. No adequate sections meeting the above criteria were located from the western Pacific and Arctic provinces. Beside the Yakoun River section, data from one other North American, four South American, five western Tethyan and five northwest Euro-
uean sections were compiled (see Appendix A for details of sources and remarks). Among the taxa occurring, only species of Ammonitina reported from two or more localities were used. *Polypectus* and *Pseudolioceras*, two long-ranging genera with little stratigraphic value, were omitted. Limited attempt was made to homogenize taxonomy (see discussion below), mainly to consider synonyms of taxa reported from the Yakoun River [29]. Composite genus ranges were added for each section to mitigate the effect of paleobiogeographic differences at the species level. A conservative generic classification scheme [41] was adopted with the exception of recognition of *Rarenodia* [29] and the combining of *Porpoceras* with *Peronoceras* to avoid confusion stemming from different opinions as to their species content. The 103 taxa and the stratigraphic ranges in each section are available as an EPSL Online Background dataset 3 (‘appendix 2’).

These data were entered into and processed by the BioGraph program [37]. Sections within each province were ordered, with priority given to the most species-rich and complete one. As the resolution of contradictory stratigraphic relationships may be affected by the order in which the data are processed [17], all six permutations of North American, Tethyan and northwest European sections were tried with the least informative South American sections consistently entered last. The output of 40 successive UA (Fig. 5), however, was not sensitive to the permutation.

The UA assigned to specific beds or collection levels in the source sections were determined from the correlation tables produced by BioGraph (available as EPSL Online Background Dataset, ‘appendix 3’). Thus, at the Yakoun River, the base of the Crassicosta Zone corresponds to UA 22-23, the base of the Hillebrandti Zone to UA 33, and the subzonal scheme within the Thouarsense Zone is revised, increasing the correlation potential [32.]) The most likely range, as expressed by the overlap or minimum required range of UA from the analyzed sections, was also inferred for the standard units. It is evident from Fig. 6 that individual UA are seldom reproducible in more than one or two sections and across bioprovinces. However, their groupings, which correspond to traditional zones or subzones, are commonly present in several sections from different provinces. Only four UA are unambiguously identifiable in North America and they are not directly correlatable with other provinces.

Fig. 6 is used to determine the most likely and the maximum permissible correlations of the Crassicosta Zone (and the isotopically dated level within it) with the northwest European standard zonation. The beginning of the zone appears equivalent or marginally older (but cannot be younger) than that of the standard Variabilis Subzone (Variabilis Zone). It could also be correlative with (but not older than) the later part of Semipolitum Subzone (Bifrons Zone). The beginning of Hillebrandti Zone lies most likely within the latest Variabilis Zone (Vitiosa Subzone) but it could be as old as the Illustris Subzone (middle part of Variabilis Zone) or as young as the earliest Bingmanni Subzone of the Thouarsense Zone. The isotopically dated tuff layer is constrained to the Semipolitum through Illustris subzones (inclusive), with the earlier part of the Variabilis Zone being its most likely age.

As expected, the quality of UA based correlation decreases towards either end of the scanning range (i.e., earliest Bifrons Zone and latest Thouarsense Zone) where there is insufficient superpositional control deduced from the raw data. With this caveat, the correlative of the base of Planulata Zone (UA 7–14) appears to lie somewhere between the late Sublevi–soni and early Semipolitum subzones (Bifrons Zone). The top of Hillebrandti Zone (UA 38) shows robust correlation with the Thouarsense Subzone but correlation with any of the subzones (Bingmanni through Fallaciosum) of the Thouarsense Zone is permitted.

3 http://www.elsevier.nl/locate/eps1 (mirror site USA, http://www.elsevier.com/locate eps1)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TAXA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111111111122222222333333334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1234567890123456789012345678901234567890</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.4. The effect of taxonomic noise

In addition to differences between observed and true fossil ranges and correlation uncertainty, a third potential source of error in biochronologic dating is the uncertainty of fossil identification. Given the variety of authors and their differing opinions on species, taxonomic noise (i.e., random inconsistencies in identifications) is expected in the source data for biochronologic correlation. The following example is given to illustrate the effect of high levels of taxonomic noise.

The stratigraphically important genus *Hildoceras* was recently revised [42]. Four widely distributed species were accepted with many other nominal species synonymized (Table 2). Tabulated are the revisions made to figured specimens from sources used in our correlation database [43–47]. In approxi-
Table 2
Synonyms of species of *Hildoceras* figured in sources used in our biochronologic correlation database [43–47], as recognized in the revision of Howarth [42].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hildoceras laticosta Bellini</th>
<th>H. lusitanicum Meister</th>
<th>H. bifrons (Bruguiere)</th>
<th>H. semipolitum Buckman</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( = H. sublevisoni Fucini)</td>
<td>( = H. graecum Renz;</td>
<td>( = H. apertum Gabilly)</td>
<td>( = H. angustisiphonatum Prinz;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. caterini Merla)</td>
<td>H. crassum Mitzopoulos;</td>
<td></td>
<td>H. semicosta Buckman)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H. tethys Géczy)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subjective junior synonyms are given in parentheses in the heading [42]. Bold face indicates disagreement between the reviser and the original author after reassignment of synonymized nominal species. Arrows mark specimens originally figured under one name that are now assigned to two different species [42].
mately 25% of the cases, the original author’s identification is revised in addition to reassignments of synonymized nominal species. In three cases, specimens originally figured under one name are assigned to two different species by the reviser. It follows that, even with amply illustrated material, the stratigraphic distribution data cannot be unambiguously revised without a comprehensive review of all considered specimens, a daunting task not attempted here.

If we adopt this high figure of 25% erroneous identifications at the species level, we can then examine the effect of this taxonomic noise on the UA correlation method. The simplest model calculation is to construct UA from two species (A and B), both represented by one specimen at two levels of a hypothetical stratigraphic section (Fig. 7). The stratigraphic ranges of A and B can be concurrent, overlapping, or exclusive. There is a single UA in case of concurrent or overlapping ranges whereas two successive UA are identified for exclusive ranges. Let one specimen; that is, one quarter of the total, be misidentified (A erroneously called B or B called A). In each case, there are four permutations to place the misidentified specimens. Recording the changes in UA and the proportion of number of levels with erroneously assigned UA provides a measure of sensitivity of the UA method to taxonomic noise. We shall only consider the critical errors where the misidentification leads to the addition of artificial UA or to a shift of UA boundary. If the result is the merger of two UA, the net effect is a decrease in resolution and loss of correlation power without introduction of correlation error.

As shown in Fig. 7, there are two permutations for the overlapping ranges and two for the exclusive ranges where a total of five levels suffer critical error in UA assignment. A comparison with the total number of levels considered in all scenarios (36) reveals that at the 25% taxonomic noise level, the critical stratigraphic error is less than 14%. A remarkable property of the UA method is that increase in the density or complexity of source data greatly reduces the sensitivity to taxonomic noise. In the model calculation, it can be demonstrated that a twofold increase in the number of occurrence levels (from two to four) leads to less than 3% critical stratigraphic error at the same 25% taxonomic noise level. Furthermore, we note that misidentification most often occurs among morphologically similar forms that are often phylogenetically closely related and have similar stratigraphic distributions. Taxonomic mistakes involving taxa with concurrent ranges will not introduce stratigraphic error. The amount and complexity of data used in the world-wide correlation, together with the foregoing considerations, lead us to regard the contribution of taxonomic noise to biochronologic dating error as negligible.

5. Discussion

The results of the correlation using the UA method can be compared with those obtained traditionally [14]. The boundary of Planulata and Crassicosta zones, previously correlated with the early part of Variabilis Zone, is now allowed to fall within the interval of Semipolitum to Variabilis subzones, with the greatest likelihood indeed near the base of the Variabilis Zone. The boundary of Crassicosta and Hillebrandti zones, previously equated with the base of the Thouarsense Zone, is now allowed to fall within the interval of Illustris Subzone to the base of Thouarsense Zone, most likely within the Vitiosa Subzone.

As demonstrated above, the maximum uncertainty in biochronologic age assignment of the isotopically
Fig. 8. Comparison of boundary age estimates and numerical mid-point marked with arrowheads of the Toarcian in some recent time scales and the new U–Pb date from the mid-Toarcian of Queen Charlotte Islands. Sources of time scales quoted: DNAG 4–6; EXX88 [7,8]; GTS89 [9]; Odin [10]; MTS [11,12].

dated sample is \( \pm 1 \) standard subzone. It is superior to all previously available dates, which are constrained at the stage level at best. The precision of the U–Pb age also surpasses that of any other isotopic age from, or near, the Toarcian. Thus the U–Pb age from near the middle of Middle Toarcian at Yakoun River serves as an important new calibration point for the Jurassic time scale. When plotted against the major recently published and widely used time scales, the new U–Pb date of 181.4 \( \pm 1.2 \) Ma falls within the Toarcian in all except the DNAG 4–6 scale (Fig. 8). The mid-point of Toarcian is within the error of our date in the EXX88 [7,8] and GTS89 [9] scales only. The new date is significant in that it, together with other newly obtained Early Jurassic isotopic ages, will help greatly reduce the large uncertainty associated with previous stage boundary estimates. Rigorous error estimates are only given in GTS89 [9] and MTS [11,12]. Considering the error ranges, in GTS89 [9] the base of the Toarcian can be as young as 172 Ma and the top as old as 188.5 Ma, both outside the error limits of the new U–Pb date. In MTS [11,12], the top of the Toarcian can be as old as 184.1 Ma, which is in conflict with the U–Pb date reported here.

6. Conclusions

We report a newly obtained U–Pb zircon age of 181.4 \( \pm 1.2 \) Ma (2\( \sigma \)) from the Queen Charlotte Islands. The interpreted age is based on concordant and overlapping analyses of single-crystal as well as multi-grain fractions. The dated sample was collected from a bentonitic ash layer within the Toarcian Whiteaves Formation in the Yakoun River section. The ash layer lies within the North American standard Crassicosta Zone as defined by ammonite biostratigraphy [14].

The Yakoun River is the designated type section of the Crassicosta Zone as well as the subjacent Planulata and superjacent Hillebrandti zones [14]. We statistically analyzed the quality of the ammonite fossil record in this section. All three zones are assemblage zones by definition but, in practice, are delimited at the stratotype by their respective index species. The collection density of Rarenodia planulata and Phymatoceras hillebrandti is adequate in that their range extension using 95% confidence intervals would not modify the placement of the zonal boundaries significantly. Collection data from three successive field seasons [29] suggest that generally much less than 95% confidence level is required when proposing range extensions for commonly occurring ammonite taxa. The assignment of the dated tuff layer to the lower part of Crassicosta Zone would not change even when range extensions at the 90% confidence level are considered.

Biochronologic correlation was done using the computer-assisted unitary association (UA) method [17]. Ammonite local range data from representative North American, western Tethyan, northwest European, and South American sections were processed to provide unbiased estimates of global maximum taxon ranges and a sequence of UA. The UA framework was then used to establish the maximum extent of permissible correlation between the secondary standard North American and the primary standard northwest European zonations. Correlation of the Crassicosta Zone is bracketed by the Semipolitum Subzone (late Bifrons Zone) and Bingmanni Subzone (early Thouarsense Zone). In particular, the
dated tuff layer cannot be older than the Semipolitum Subzone or younger than the Illustris Subzone (Variabilis Zone).

Random misidentifications are known to occur in the world-wide dataset used for correlation. However, the UA method is shown to respond to taxonomic noise by loss of resolution rather than erroneous correlation. Thus we regard the proposed correlation as conservative best estimates.

With less than $\pm 1\%$ ($2\sigma$) error in the isotopic age and a maximum of $\pm 1$ standard subzone uncertainty in biochronologic correlation, the U–Pb age from the Yakoun River section serves as an important calibration point for the Early Jurassic time scale. A comparison with recently proposed time scales reveals that only minor adjustments are required for the Toarcian stage boundary age estimates but the associated uncertainties can be greatly reduced. U–Pb dating of volcanic horizons within fossiliferous sequences in the North American Cordillera holds promise for providing more useful calibration points for the Jurassic time scale.
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Appendix A. List of stratigraphic sections and sources of BioGraph input

A.1. North America

(1) Yakoun River, British Columbia [14,29]
(2) Joan Lake, British Columbia [14,29]

A.2. Western Tethys

(3) Valdorbia, Umbria, Italy [44,48] (As bed-by-bed correlation between the two sources are ambiguous at some levels, data from the two sources was first processed by BioGraph and the resulting taxon ranges with UA treated as levels were entered into the main BioGraph input file.)
(4) Djebel-es-Saffeh (Section 3B), Djebel Nador area, Algeria [46]
(5) Djebel-es-Saffeh (Section 2), Djebel Nador area, Algeria [46] (Supplementary section to Djebel-es-Saffeh 3B, mainly to better document the ammonite fauna from the lower part of the succession.)
(6) Paghania, Greece [43]
(7) Monte di Civitella, Umbria, Italy [49]

A.3. Northwest Europe

(8) St-Paul des Fonts, Aveyron, France [45] (Ammonite faunas of horizons, said to represent one to three beds, are given and entered here as levels.)
(9) Camplong, Aveyron, France [50]
(10) Ricla and La Almunia, Iberian Range, Spain [51]
(11) Anse Saint-Nicolas, Vendée, France [47] (From the vicinity of Thouars, the classical type area for the Toarcian, this section contains the best documented and most diverse ammonoid fauna.)
(12) Ravenscar and Whitby, Yorkshire, England [42,52,53] (Data compiled following the bed-by-bed correlation between the two sections [42].)

A.4. South America

(13) Quebrada El Bolito, northern Chile [54]
(14) Quebrada Yerbas Buenas, northern Chile [54]
(15) Quebrada Larga, northern Chile [54]
(16) Rio del Toro, northern Chile [54] (For all South American sections emended taxonomy was used [55].)
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